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Abstract 
This study examined how Internet through online news media is used to influence po-

litical participation and political efficacy. Scholars believe that the existence of Internet could 
have a significant impact on broadening political participation and political efficacy. This re-
search is written based on the quantitative approach. Questionnaire items were employed to 
find out the relationships between online news media, political participation and political ef-
ficacy. The samples used in this research are Indonesian students in Taiwan. As predicted, the 
findings indicated that Internet usage, particularly online news media, was positively associ-
ated with higher levels of political participation and also political efficacy among Indonesian 
students in Taiwan.
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Introduction
After more than three decades of rule 

by President Soeharto, his fall in 1998 inevi-
tably unleashed a series of political and social 
transformation in Indonesia. This democrat-
ic transition involved a series of liberalizing 
constitutional amendments and legislative re-
forms, which fundamentally altered the polit-
ical process and structure of state institutions. 
Within a short period of time, Indonesians 
have successfully participated in three peace-
ful national elections in 1999, 2004 and 2009. 

Although the Indonesian democrati-
zation process has been progressing steadi-
ly, the quality of Indonesian democracy and 
civil political participation are still under 
serious consideration. The level of civil po-
litical participation, particularly voters, was 
decline respectively. According to Minister 
of Home Affairs Indonesia Gamawan Fauzi, 
“Voters political participation in Indonesia 
fell constantly.” Moreover Gamawan men-
tioned the percentage of voters participation 
for presidential election decreased. In 1999, 
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2004 and 2009 the number of voter participa-
tion dropped respectively from 92.74 percent, 
84.07 percent and 71 percent. 

In Taiwan, the number of voters (In-
donesian citizen) for presidential election in 
2009 was less than 20 percent. Based on the 
records of State Election Committee of In-
donesia for Taipei, the number of Indonesian 
citizens in Taiwan reached more than 238,000 
people in 2009, consisting of Indonesian 
workers in the formal and informal sectors as 
well as students. According to Rangga Aditya 
Elias, Chairman of State Election Committee 
of Indonesia for Taipei, Taiwan turnout in sec-
ond only to Malaysia. 

Soebagio, H (2008) stated that politi-
cal participation in democratic state is an indi-
cator of valid implementation of highest state 
power exercise by people, which is embodied 
by their involvement in democracy event (na-
tional elections). The increasingly higher level 
of political participation indicates that people 
follow, understand, and engage in national ac-
tivities. Reversely, a low level of political par-
ticipation generally indicates that people place 
less appreciation or interest in national affairs 
or activities. 

Political participation has been a con-
cern of many countries around the world. With 
the rise of the Internet in the mid-1990s, its 
potential role for opening up the process of 
political participation to a wider and more di-
verse range of citizens has drawn much spec-
ulation. The Internet could have a significant 
impact on broadening political participation 
by lowering the cost of involvement, creating 

new mechanisms of organizing groups and 
opening up new channels of information that 
bypass traditional media gatekeepers.

Simultaneously, the existence of on-
line news media can help to reduce communi-
cation cost, but on the other side increase in-
formation access and create new opportunities 
for more participation. By the lack of informa-
tion exposure from television and newspaper, 
Indonesian people who live in Taiwan more 
likely use online media in order to get infor-
mation. Thus, the use of online media remains 
high. 

A majority of studies have shown pos-
itive effects of Internet use on political partic-
ipation, for example, showed that the use of 
online news was significantly associated with 
voting in the 2000 United State (U.S) presi-
dential elections. By examining data from the 
2000 National Annenberg Election Survey, 
Kenski and Stroud (2006) found significant 
associations within the use of online media 
news in order to increase political knowledge, 
efficacy and participation. Di Gennaro and 
Dutton’s (2006) study also proved that the In-
ternet in United Kingdom gave a significant 
impact on political interest, efficacy and on-
line participation. 

This study will seek answer to the fol-
lowing question: what potential does the In-
ternet possess for the political participation of 
migrants? Does the use of online news media 
influence individual preferences? How the 
communication technologies relate to individ-
uals’ exposure to diverse viewpoints and par-
ticipatory activities? This question has been 
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disregarded for Indonesian people who migra-
tion to Taiwan for study. 

The type of participation that the writ-
er focus on in this research relates directly to 
engaging in electoral process activities leading 
up to, but not including voting, the ultimate 
act of political participation. The activities 
leading up to voting, including persuading, 
discussing, campaign volunteering, contrib-
uting are as important in bringing the more 
disadvantaged and newer participants into the 
democratic process.

This research is written based on quan-
titative approach. Survey method will be used 
to map out the relationships between online 
media and political participation. The samples 
in this research are Indonesian students in Tai-
wan. 

The selection of Indonesia students 
is inspired by the early research report done 
by Suryanef (2011) on students’ perception 
toward political situation. Moreover he men-
tioned that the role of students in politic is im-
portant. The involvement of students in every 
phase of political life helps to form the politi-
cal system. In other word, students are seen as 
agents of change, noblesse oblige, the future 
generation, or as a prophetic minority.

The goal of this study is to document 
the role of Internet toward the promotion of 
democratically desirable attitudes and behav-
iors when individuals use online media to keep 
up with news about political issues. Hopefully 
this study will be able to give a closer descrip-
tion and analysis on how Indonesian students 
in Taiwan perform its political participation. 

The role of Media
The mass media today are omnipres-

ent and omnipotent, if not omniscient. Media 
plays a significant role in the society nowa-
days. Media are everywhere – in the form of 
television, radio, newspapers, magazines and 
the Internet. No longer restricted to tradition-
al means of delivery they are now accessible 
anywhere, at any time, through portable com-
puters and even cellular phones. They are so 
much a part of modern life that their presence 
and influence are not always noticeable.

Today, media is considered as the 
fourth pillar of the state. It plays an important 
role as an informative bridge between govern-
ing bodies and general public. In many ways 
the news media also set the terms for national 
debates on important current events and de-
velopments. In the process they shape public 
perceptions of issues across the socio-eco-
nomic and political continuum. By determin-
ing who has a voice in these debates and who 
is silenced, which issues are discussed and 
how they are framed, media have the poten-
tial to maintain the status quo or challenge the 
dominant order. 

Moreover media are invariably related 
in some way to the prevailing structure of po-
litical and economic power (McQuail, 2010). 
McQuail stated that media are subject to polit-
ical, economic and legal regulation. Therefore, 
media become effective instruments of power, 
with the potential capacity to exert influence 
in various ways. 

More over McQuail (2010) believed, 
that media are tools to attracting and direct-
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ing public attention, persuading in matters on 
opinion and belief, influencing behavior, pro-
viding definitions of reality, conferring status 
and legitimacy and informing quickly and ex-
tensively.

The Internet has also created various 
kinds of virtual space. The existence of the 
Internet has made a possibility for messages 
sent to materialize at distant points. People no 
longer have to wait for news or wait to send 
it, from whatever place. There is increasingly 
no time restriction on when people can receive 
what they want to receive (McQuail, 2010).

The Internet has no doubt transformed 
the way in which elections are reported in 
many parts of the world. More recently mo-
bile telephony, increasingly accessible to large 
numbers of people in developing countries 
(including the poor and the illiterate), has also 
been emerging as a news medium. Text mes-
sages are already being used to disseminate 
news and for political campaigning. 

Online News Media and Political 
Participation

In less than two decades, the Internet 
has increasingly become a common venue for 
political participation. Rosenstone and Han-
sen (1993) stated that political participation is 
important because levels of engagement in a 
democratic system have consequences on the 
system’s equity. 

One of characteristic of political partic-
ipation is attended a political rally or demon-
stration. These kinds of activities, which is 
categorize in offline political participation, is 

difficult to hold by Indonesian citizens who 
live in other country such Taiwan. Thus, on-
line political participation can be the only an-
swer to celebrate the democratization. 

Adams (2009) argued that the develop-
ment of communication technology reduce the 
time necessary to transmit a message over dis-
tance. The Internet is also quick and up to date 
and that it can provide a lot of information that 
necessary for civic life and public discussion. 
This new medium, as an interactive medium, 
has power to strengthen the working of direct 
democracy and improve relations between cit-
izens, politicians and their intermediaries.

The diffusion and integration of digital 
media in social and political life are said to 
be creating new forms of political organiza-
tion and new opportunities for political partic-
ipation (Jensen & Anduiza, 2012). Optimists 
believe that the abundance of political infor-
mation available online may boost political 
interest, enhance voters’ political knowledge, 
and increase political participation (Bonchek, 
1997; Negroponte, 1995; Rash, 1997; Toffler 
& Toffler, 1995). Rice (2002) strongly argues 
that the Internet may very well foster political 
involvement. Dahlgren (2009) argued, “What 
takes place on the net can impact profoundly 
on mass media coverage of party politics (p. 
161).” 

Independent news portals also played 
an important role in the dissemination of po-
litical information. The online news portal 
KOMPAS.com, for example, provide voters 
with independent and reliable election in-
formation and created one of the few public 
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forum to discuss politics without any restric-
tions.

Worth to be understood, in the Internet 
people can find a broad array of democratic 
efforts to effect social and political change 
(Dahlgren, 2009; Roversi, 2008).  Same ar-
gument comes from Rheingold (1993). He 
believes political debate available online can 
increase peoples will to get involved in the 
democratic process and Rash (1997) also 
states that the Internet existence will open up 
the opportunity for new parties and ideas to 
develop.

A majority of studies, however, have 
shown positive effects of Internet use on po-
litical participation (Di Gennaro & Dutton, 
2006). Tolbert and McNeal (2003), for exam-
ple, showed that the use of online news was 
significantly associated with voting in the 
1996 and 2000 U.S. presidential elections. 
Examining data from the 2000 National An-
nenberg Election Survey, Kenski and Stroud 
(2006) found small but significant associations 
between Internet use and political knowledge, 
efficacy, and participation. Di Gennaro and 
Dutton’s (2006) study of Internet data in the 
United Kingdom also found that online use 
had a significant impact on political interest, 
efficacy, and online participation. Based on 
the idea above, Internet facilitates political in-
formation access, which can motivate political 
participation. 

However, some scholars believe that 
the existence of the Internet will depoliticize 
voters because news audiences become frag-
mented and the Internet offers many distrac-

tions (Davis, 1999; Galston, 2003; Sunstein, 
2001). From the other perspective, well-edu-
cated young adults are increasing to disengage 
from politics. This cohort of “critical citizens” 
(Norris, 1999a, as cited from Jensen & Andui-
za, 2012) tends to have lower levels of politi-
cal efficacy and confidence in political institu-
tions and authorities. But however, Bakker & 
de Vreese (2011) suggest that younger adults 
may be more attracted to participating online 
rather that offline participation. 

Most studies that have tested the rela-
tionship between the Internet usage and politi-
cal participation have been conducted in soci-
eties with free media systems and do not take 
into account the unique of Indonesian political 
situation found in Taiwan. In Taiwan, Indone-
sian citizens can only rely on the Internet, par-
ticularly online news media, than traditional 
media like newspaper or television. Indone-
sian students mostly use online news media as 
the main source to get information regarding 
political issues that happened in Indonesia. 

Based on the substantial support found 
for the hypothesis that Internet usage can in-
crease political participation, the writer pro-
pose that online news media usage will ex-
hibit higher level of political participation of 
Indonesian students in Taiwan. This process 
should be enhanced by the fact that Indonesian 
students in Taiwan use Internet as the main re-
source to get information related with political 
issues. Thus, Indonesian students accessing 
political information online should be more 
engaged and politically active than those who 
are not.
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Online News Media and Political 
Efficacy 

The use of political online news me-
dia should also influence other dimensions of 
political participation, such as political effi-
cacy, discussions of politics with friends and 
relatives, and general interest in the election. 
Kenski and Stroud (2006), for example found 
that Internet access and exposure to online 
information about the 2004 U.S. presidential 
campaign were significantly associated with 
political efficacy, knowledge, and partici-
pation. Other studies showed a positive link 
between exposure to interactive online infor-
mation and political efficacy (Tedesco, 2006, 
2007). A link between online usage and polit-
ical discussions with friends and relatives also 
has been supported in various studies. Nisbet 
and Scheufele (2004), for example, found an 
interaction effect between online campaign 
exposure and interpersonal communication. 
Similarly, Valkenburg and Peter (2007) found 
that online communication positively affected 
time spent with friends.

Political efficacy is a determinant of 
political behavior—without feelings of com-
petency and beliefs that one’s actions are con-
sequential, one has little incentive to partici-
pate in politics (Abramson & Aldrich, 1982). 
Political participation is important because 
levels of engagement in a democratic system 
have consequences on the system’s equity 
(Rosenstone & Hansen, 1993). In The Voter 
Decides, Campbell, Gurin, and Miller (1954) 
described the concept of political efficacy as 
“the feeling that political and social change 

is possible, and that the individual citizen can 
play a part in bringing about this change” (p. 
187). 

Despite the fact that there are no em-
pirical studies in Indonesia that have tasted the 
effects of consuming online political informa-
tion toward political participation for Indone-
sian citizen living outside the country, it is rea-
sonable to assume that such a relationship and 
effect exists in a nation with so many Internet 
users such as Taiwan which have a well-devel-
oped Internet infrastructure. Thus, Indonesian 
students as users of online news media in Tai-
wan should have stronger feelings of political 
empowerment, more political discussion, and 
higher levels of interest in politics compared 
to those who are not use online media. There-
fore I propose that online news media usage 
will exhibit higher level of political efficacy of 
Indonesian students in Taiwan. 

With the assumption provided above I 
assume that online political participation pos-
itively related with political efficacy. Thus, I 
argued that online political participation will 
exhibit higher level of political efficacy.

Method 
It is assumed that the Indonesian stu-

dents in Taiwan constitute the most appropri-
ate sample group in researching the effects of 
the Internet on political participation. Indone-
sian students in the university both undergrad-
uates and postgraduates, in general, tend to 
follow and use the newest technologies, and 
they have access to technology relatively easy 
in Taiwan because of great Internet infrastruc-
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ture. On the one hand, they are much better 
educated and also tend to be more politically 
active than the other members of Indonesian 
society in Taiwan. 

This research used a structured ques-
tionnaire and distributed by online survey. The 
questioners have already spread to Indonesian 
students who live in Taiwan. The question-
naire distributed by sending email through 
each representative in every university in Tai-
wan. This research acquires at least 200 re-
spondents from more than 2,000 Indonesian 
students who study and live in Taiwan. The 
questionnaires disseminated from March 28, 
2014 until April 16, 2014. Through that period 
of time, 206 responses were successfully col-
lected and could be used for further analysis. 

The empirical analysis is built on a 
comprehensive online survey, which contains 
two parts. The first part of the survey aims 
to reveal demographic features of the partic-
ipants. The questionnaires asked the respon-
dents to answer question related to (1) age, (2) 
gender, (3) education, (4) Internet time spend, 
(5) Online news time spend.  

The second part contains items deter-
mining how the Internet is used and the level 
of their political participation and political ef-
ficacy. In this section, I divided the question 
into two major variables, dependent variable 
(online political participation and political 
participation) and independent variable (on-
line news media usage). All of these items, 
measured with Likert scale (ranging from: 1 = 
Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Neither 
Agree nor Disagree; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly 

Agree) which was developed using the exist-
ing empirical studies. All of these 24 items 
were adapted from previous empirical studies 
(i.g. Gibson, Lusoli and Ward 2005, Willnat, 
Wong, Tamam and Annette 2013, Bromley, 
Curtice and Seyd, 2004).

The types of online political partic-
ipation, which is dependent variable, were 
measured with 19 items: (1) I am generally 
interested in what is going on in politics; (2) 
I am looking for political information on the 
web; (3) I am visiting the website of a party or 
political organization; (4) I am discussing pol-
itics in a chat group; (5) I am sending a politi-
cal newspaper article to a friend or colleague; 
(6) I am signing an online petition; (7) I am 
participating in an online question and answer 
session with a politician; (8) I am sending an 
e-mail to a politician or government official; 
(9) I am donating funds online to a political 
cause; (10) I am signing up online as a vol-
unteer to help with a political cause; (11) I 
am joining a political organization online as a 
member; (12) I am campaigning for the candi-
date of your choice; (13) I often discuss about 
2014 election with friends, family, school-
mates or colleagues; (14) I often follow about 
what is going on in the election. The items for 
each scale are loosely based on study by Gib-
son, Lusoli, and Ward (2005). 

To assess the level of political effica-
cy of the respondents, I used the combination 
from several recent elections studies conduct-
ed in the United States, for example, found 
that political efficacy is a key determinant 
of political participation (Bromley, Curtice, 
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& Seyd, 2004; Kaid, McKinney, & Tedesco, 
2000; Livingstone & Markham, 2008):  (1) 
I am better informed about politics and gov-
ernment than most people; (2) I have a good 
understanding of the election system and pro-
cess; (3) I am aware of the important political 
campaign issues in this election; (4) I know 
the background of the contesting candidates in 
my constituency; and (5) My vote in the 2014 
general election will make a difference. 

With the assumption that news expo-
sure of election might be associated with po-
litical participation, I adapt several items from 
Willnat, Wong, Tamam & Annette (2013) to 
measures the use of online news media. This 
part consist of five items: (1) I read news 
through online news media is part of my ev-
eryday activity; (2) I feel out of touch when 
I have not accessed onto news website for a 
while; (3) I often follow the news about the 
2014 election through online news media; (4) 
I often go online to get election news every 
week; (5) I access political news through on-
line media every day. 

In order to do the hypotheses testing, 
the author used correlation analysis. The pur-
pose of doing correlations is to make a predic-
tion about the relationship of one variable to 
another. Positive correlation means that high 
scores on one are associated with high scores 

on the other, and that low scores on one are 
associated with low scores on the other. Nega-
tive correlation, on the other hand, means that 
high scores on the first thing are associated 
with low scores on the second. Negative cor-
relation also means that low scores on the first 
are associated with high scores on the second.

Results and Discussion
The findings and result of the respon-

dents can be seen from Table 1. It is the evi-
dent that the majority of the respondents were 
female. More than half of total respondents of 
these Indonesian students in Taiwan were in 
the age group of 22-26 years old, 60.68% of 
the sample population. The survey also found 
that more than half were students who study in 
master degree. It is important to note and rea-
sonable that most of Indonesian students who 
study in Taiwan are master students. Their 
ages are approximately within 22 to 26 years 
old. 

In addition, this study also found that 
about three fourths (78.64%) of respondents 
surfed the Internet more than two hours per 
day. Among these users, about 12.14% report-
ed they were online for 60-120 minutes daily. 
Regarding specific online news media usage, 
more than one third (35.44%) of the respon-
dents read online news at least 30 minutes per 
day.
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As can be seen on table 2 online news 
media usage has a significant contribution to 
online political participation (Sig. = 0.000). 
However, Pearson Correlation is 0.296 which 
indicates the relationship between variable is 
not strong (0 < 0.3 = weak).

As expected, the data and analysis indi-
cated that online news media usage have pos-
itive relationship with online political partic-
ipation. Respondents who consumed or used 
online news media were more likely to engage 
in politics online. The more people consume 
news through online media, the more people 
participate in politics. 

Clear examples of the exposure of on-
line news media associated with political par-
ticipation online is the study found by Tolbert 
and McNeal (2003). The findings showed that 
the use of online news was significantly asso-
ciated with voting in the 1996 and 2000 U.S. 
presidential elections. Examining data from 
the 2000 National Annenberg Election Sur-
vey, Kenski and Stroud (2006), on the other 
hand, found small but significant associations 
between Internet use and political knowledge, 
efficacy, and participation. Furthermore, Di 
Gennaro and Dutton’s (2006) study of Internet 
data in the United Kingdom also found that 

Table 1. Demographic of respondents
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Table 2. Bivariate Correlations Among Online News Media Usage, Online Political Participation, 
and Political Efficacy

online use had a significant impact on political 
interest, efficacy, and online participation. 

Internet facilitates political informa-
tion access for Indonesian citizens who live 
in Taiwan. Online news became the only reli-
able tool to catch up with the information re-
lated with politics rather than traditional me-
dia. Thus, it is safe to conclude that the use of 
online news media correlated positively with 
online political participation for Indonesian 
students in Taiwan during the 2014 election. 

There was also a significant correlation 
between online news media usage and polit-
ical efficacy (Sig. = 0.000). The relationship 
within these two variables is strong (Pearson 
Correlation = 0.736). 

As expected, respondents who access 
online news media indeed are more likely to 
have better understanding about politics. For 
example, Kenski and Stroud (2006) stated that 
Internet access and exposure to online infor-
mation about the 2004 U.S. presidential cam-
paign were significantly associated with po-
litical efficacy and knowledge. Furthermore, 
it is obvious that interactivity of respondents, 
by discussing topic related with politics, can 
enhance their political knowledge. As a sum-
mary, I can say that the students who use Inter-

net, especially accessing online news exhibit 
higher of political knowledge than the others 
who do not use the Internet for such activities. 
Thus, online news media consumption was 
significantly correlated with political efficacy. 

I assumed that political participation 
will exhibit higher level of political efficacy. 
Result in table 2 shows, that there was a sig-
nificant correlation between online political 
participation with political efficacy (Sig. = 
0.000). The relationship within these two vari-
ables is relatively weak (Pearson Correlation 
= 0.378). 

Political participation is important be-
cause levels of engagement in a democratic 
system have consequences on the system’s 
equity. Thus, Internet exposure boosts the on-
line political participation and increases polit-
ical efficacy and knowledge. The Internet also 
gives individuals easy access to information 
about politics as many Web sites are designed 
with the objective of informing citizens about 
candidates, issues, and politics in general.

Even though the relationship between 
these two variables is relatively weak, it is safe 
to conclude that online political participation 
correlated positively with political knowledge 
and exhibit higher level of political efficacy 
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for Indonesian students in Taiwan during the 
2014 election. 

This study provides several interesting 
result about Indonesian students online polit-
ical participation toward elections in Indone-
sia. In overall, in its field, this research pres-
ents the first systematic empirical study upon 
the online political participation of Indonesian 
students in Taiwan. As Di Maggio et al. (2001) 
and Xenos and Moy (2007) pointed out in their 
studies, as long as the technology continues to 
change, the political life will also change in 
time. They argued that both of technology and 
political participation have correlation and in-
fluence one to another. Thus, the results of this 
study have a history than scientific value and 
the relationship within the studied variables 
will presumably evolve. 

This study explored the potential re-
lationship between online media use and po-
litical participation of Indonesian students in 
Taiwan, which is unique because most of prior 
research analyzed the situation happened in 
Western societies and most of the research are 
conducted inside the country not outside the 
country. Indonesian 2014 general election pre-
sented an ideal opportunity to test how online 
media play role in political event. By the lack 
of information exposure from television and 
newspaper, Indonesian people who live in Tai-
wan more likely use online media in order to 
get information. 

Overall, the findings show that online 
news media usage was positively associated 
with higher political participation and effi-
cacy among Indonesian students during the 

2014 general election. This interpretation is 
strengthened by the fact that online news me-
dia usage has a significant contribution to on-
line political participation (Sig. = 0.000). The 
relationship between the variables is positive, 
however, the strength of relationship is weak 
(Pearson correlation is 0.296; the value be-
tween 0 to 0.3 is weak). 

On the other hand, online news media 
usage also had positive correlation with po-
litical efficacy. It can be seen on table 2, that 
there was a significant correlation between on-
line news media usage with political efficacy 
(Sig. = 0.000). These two variables indicated 
positive relationship and the strength of the 
relationship is strong (Pearson Correlation = 
0.736; the value over 0.5 is strong). 

As expected, respondents who access 
online news media indeed are more likely to 
have better understanding about politics. The 
finding confirmed previous study from Kenski 
and Stroud (2006) which is noted that online 
media use and political participation have sig-
nificant associations.

Although the findings showed that 
there was a positive relationship within online 
media use, political participation and political 
efficacy, there is still a need for basic political 
motivation for the individuals to use the Inter-
net for political purposes. The results display 
that the students were looking for political 
information and keep following the political 
situation in Indonesia through online media. 
But however, they did not do further action 
like visiting the website of political party or 
candidates, sign up for volunteer to help polit-
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ical cause, joining a political organization on-
line as a member and sign for online petition. 
Here, it can be said that although the Internet 
may not increase the political interest or pas-
sive participation, it enables the users to show 
their direct participation in politics. In brief, 
the internet provides a venue for political ac-
tivity which can be considered as an extension 
of the actual political life. In short, political 
participation was associated with all variables 
in this study, possibly because most of In-
donesian students in Taiwan in this research 
planned to vote anyway. 

With the results and findings above, 
however, it still safe to conclude that the In-
ternet served as an alternative medium that 
not only provided more diverse political infor-
mation about the 2014 election in Indonesia, 
but also gave voters an unprecedented chance 
to directly engage in political process. Online 
media, specifically news, played a key role in 
promoting political participation for Indone-
sian community who live across the countries. 

Like many similar researches, this 
study is not immune from limitation, either, 
and there is still a need for further researches 
to be performed in this field. Although it is im-
portant to note the contextual setting in which 
this study observed, this study also need to ac-
knowledge that the study and results did not 
focus on daily political interests, motivation 
and the relative political participation of In-
donesian students in Taiwan. It would be in-
teresting to see the online and offline political 
activity of the students during political elec-
tions time or during an extraordinary political 

environment such as voting. 
Another drawback is that the data for 

this study was gathered from Indonesian stu-
dents who are mainly from Taiwan. The result 
also cannot generalize to overseas Indonesian 
population. Therefore it would be more fruit-
ful to observe the online political participation 
of Indonesian students from several countries 
in each different region such as America, Eu-
ropean countries and other Asian countries. 

Lastly, political and /or ideological 
preferences of the students have not been tak-
en into account in this research. This aspect 
of the matter could provide another valuable 
variable which would help to define the type 
and the magnitude of the online political par-
ticipation. 

***
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